not as clear-cut as Pujalte"s analysis predicts, since beneficiary and some locative dative verbs do allow passivisation:
(5) a. Al emperador le fue construido un mausoleo. to.the emperor CL.DAT was built a mausoleum "The Emperor was built a mausoleum". b. Al animal le fue colocado un collar satelital. to.the animal CL.DAT was placed a collar satellite "The animal was fitted with a satellite collar". From the semantic point of view, only goal, beneficiary, and locative imply a transfer of possession of any kind: handing a picture, building a mausoleum or installing and antivirus result in Mary having the picture, the Emperor having a mausoleum, and the animal having a satellite collar. Conversely, breaking a bike does not result in Mary (not) having a bike; it encodes a change of state undergone by the bike, its possession remaining unaffected.
The interaction between the tests of nominalisation and passive and the semantic interpretation of the structure gives a tripartite distinction of Spanish datives:
can be accounted for if a finer-grained argument structure is proposed: 1. Verbs of the entregar-type display an alternation akin to English dative alternation. The non-doubling variant, equivalent to the to-variant in English, encodes a locative resultative construction headed by the preposition a: this variant can be nominalised, as Spanish locative constructions generally can. The doubled construction, equivalent to English DO, contains a possessive resultative phrase (Harley 2002) which features argument inversion (accounting for the c-command facts in (1)); the clitic heads an aspectual projection Asp (cf. Bleam 1999) responsible for the affected interpretation and structural dative assignment, spelled out as a. 2. Construir/colocar-type verbs only combine with the possessive resultative, therefore lacking a prepositional variant with a. Being a structural case marker, a cannot appear in the nominal construction; however, actual prepositions such as para "for" and en "on" are allowed. 3. Romper-type verbs do not combine with the possessive resultative construction, hence the lack of transfer-of-possession interpretation. They select for a DP internal argument containing a possessor, which can undergo "possessor raising" (Landau 1999). This DP-internal possessor argument cannot be targeted by passive, as it is not an argument of the event. (7) 
